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ABSTRACT An elegant combination of electric near-field phase transformation technique and
electromagnetic-wave refraction, implemented through a pair of 3D printed dielectric structures, has been
used to demonstrate a Ka-band beam-scanning antenna system. The system comprises a resonant-cavity
antenna (RCA), which is used as a base antenna, a stepped dielectric (SD), and a dielectric wedge (DW).
The SD is suspended above RCA in the near-field region to focus its broadside beam at an offset angle
of 20◦ . The DW is placed above the SD and its two opening angles are selected such that the offset-angle
focused beam tilts further and moves back to the broadside when the DW is co- and counter-aligned with
the SD, respectively. The total height of the antenna system is 8.1λ0 , where λ0 is the free-space wavelength
at the operating frequency of 30 GHz. The total cost of the material used for printing the two dielectric
structures in prototyping is only 6 USD. It has been demonstrated through measurements of the prototype
that by rotating the DW around its own axis, the antenna beam can be scanned in both azimuth and elevation
planes. The measured results indicate that antenna beam can effectively be scanned to any arbitrary angular
position within a conical region having an apex angle of 68◦ , while maintaining peak-gain value within the
3 dB limit of the maximum gain of 16 dBi.
INDEX TERMS Beam-scanning, beam-steering, low-cost antennas, phase-shifting structures, rapid prototyping, resonant-cavity antenna, 3D printing.
I. INTRODUCTION

Beam-scanning antenna is among the most widely researched
topics in the field of wireless communication due to a range
of upcoming applications involving moving platforms such
as low-earth-orbit (LEO) satellites and CubeSats [1]–[3].
A noteworthy application is precision farming, which allows
farmers to maximize the yield of their crops by having access
to consistent and accurate sensors’ data from remote farms
via CubeSats [4]. CubeSats operate in non-geosynchronous
orbits and pass above same geographical locations several
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Yasar Amin
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times in a day. These satellites collect data through a dedicated uplink channel from a remote location, which is then
downloaded at a data center for analysis through a downlink [5]–[9]. Since satellites are non-stationary, there is a
small window of time available for the upload and download
communication links to transfer the data to and from the
CubeSats, respectively, before it moves out of the coverage
of ground station antenna [10].
A network of ground stations having multiple low-cost
beam-scanning antennas can be used to continuously track
CubeSats over the horizon and increase the connectivity time
for data transfer [11]. A major limitation of this model is
that the beam scanning is inherently an expensive antenna
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technology that requires sophisticated electronic components and manufacturing facilities. It is for these reasons
that beam-scanning antennas are mostly used in defense
and only in high-end civilian applications such as in-flight
connectivity. To enhance the application spectrum of beamscanning antennas, this paper proposes a novel solution that
is developed using a combination of near-field phase transformation theory [12], [13] using stepped dielectric (SD) and
refraction of electromagnetic (EM) wave through a dielectric
wedge (DW). The antenna system comprises a resonantcavity antenna (RCA) and a pair of SD and DW. The SD
is designed to realize near-field phase transformation and
effectively tilt the RCA beam. The DW is optimally designed
using optical ray tracing to tilt the beam further and move
to move the beam in the broadside direction when DW
is co and counter aligned with the SD, respectively. The
SD and DW are both 3D printed using a readily available
polylactide (PLA) plastic and a moderate 3D printer. The
SD and DW are placed above the RCA and are physically
rotated, independently and synchronously, around the center
of the aperture to scan the antenna beam in a 2D angular
region. This method of beam-scanning is continuous, unlike
switched beam type antenna arrays [14], [15]. However,
the beam-scanning speed of the proposed method is limited
by the mechanical rotation of the dielectric structures and
slower than the electronically switched arrays. The proposed
design is novel when compared with those reported in the
literature. In comparison to the beam-steering antenna that
uses two dielectric wedges, with matching layers, and a
tall conical horn feed [16], [17], the proposed design uses
much shorter RCA and thus have a reduced height profile.
The dielectric structures used in the proposed antenna can
be developed using commonly available 3D printer and
are extremely cheaper when compared with multilayered
printed phase-shifting surfaces and printed metasurfaces
[12], [18]. The multilayer printed circuit board not only needs
expensive multiple dielectric laminates but also requires
specialized manufacturing facility for bonding several layers into a single surface. The proposed design thus greatly
reduces the cost and pave the way for the development of
low-cost antennas. The maximum height of the proposed
design is only 8.4λ0 , which is 40% less than the maximum
height of the most closely related and recently reported
millimeter-wave beam scanning antenna [19]. Furthermore,
the fabrication cost of the parts used in the proposed design
is extremely low than that of the two stepped dielectrics
developed using traditional subtractive manufacturing
technique.
The rest of the paper is organised such that first the
physics and working principle of the antenna is explained
in Section II. The procedure to design a stepped dielectric (SD) is given in Section III. A design example is discussed
in Section IV along with the ray-tracing used to optimise
opening angles of the DW. Measured results of a fabricated
prototype are discussed in Section V and paper is concluded
at the end.
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FIGURE 1. A 1D array of N identical radiating antenna elements. Each
element of the array has a phase shifter attached at the input of the
antenna.

II. PHYSICS OF BEAM-SCANNING METHOD

To understand the physics of the proposed beam-scanning
antenna, the principle of phased arrays and the propagationphase delay of the electric field through a dielectric is first
briefly explained. Consider a closely packed 1D array of
‘N’ antenna elements, as shown in Fig. 1. In this array,
each antenna is individually fed from a separate source, and
additionally, there is a phase shifter to control the phase of
the RF signal. If all antenna elements in the array are fed
synchronously, so that there is no relative phase difference,
then the array beam peak will be along +z-axis (Beam I).
If the phase shifts are adjusted such that there is a increasing
phase delay along the array axis (+x-axis), then the beam
peak tilts at an angle away from the +z-axis (Beam II).
In phased arrays, the phase delay is achieved using external
radio frequency (RF) phase shifters that are inserted in the RF
path before the antenna elements.
A different approach to effectively tilt the array beam by
introducing the phase delay through a free-standing near-field
phase-transforming structure is used here [20]. These phasetransforming structures have spatially distributed phaseshifting cells to locally transform the phase of the incoming
electric field into a desired phase of the outgoing field. This
strategy of manipulating the phase of the radiated field has
some advantages in terms of cost and power losses when
compared with phase shifters in arrays.
One type of free-standing phase-transforming structure is
made from dielectric materials [20], [21]. It is well-known
that the wavelength of electric field propagating inside a
dielectric is less than that in the free space, which is expressed
√
as λg = λ0 / εr , where λ0 is the free space wavelength and
εr is the relative permittivity of the dielectric. A plane wave
propagating through an infinitely extended dielectric material
experiences a phase delay, which is directly proportional
to the relative permittivity and length of the dielectric. The
phase-delay through a dielectric can be varied either using
different lengths of a same dielectric material or using different dielectric materials of a fixed length. This work focuses
199243
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FIGURE 3. A pictorial depiction of stepped dielectric (SD) and dielectric
wedge (DW) with beam directions.

FIGURE 2. A stepped dielectric used to create a linear phase progression
and thus tilts the beam at an offset angle.

on using variation in the length of a fixed dielectric material
to achieve the desired phase delay profile with an SD.
Consider a cross-section view of an SD that placed above
an array as shown in Fig. 2. The figure depicts the propagation
of electric field through an SD that is made of several dielectric section of different heights. The electric field, propagating along +z-axis, at the input of the SD has uniform phase
distribution represented by a parallel line. The electric field
passes through each dielectric section of the SD. Each section
has a different length and thus provide a different phase delay
between two parallel planes marked at the input and output of
the SD. The heights of sections in the SD can be adjusted to
transform a uniform phase at the input plane into a linearly
decreasing phase at the output plane to effectively tilt the
beam by an angle θ◦ . The heights of the dielectric sections in
a SD are calculated with array theory, which will be discussed
in the latter sections.
A single SD can tilt the array beam at a fixed offset
angle away from the broadside direction. The beam direction
can be dynamically changed using an optical beam-scanning
concept of Risley Prisms. In this optical-scanning method,
two prisms are placed in front of an optical source where
each prism tilts the optical beam away from the normal direction [22]. The prisms are placed in the far-field region of the
optical source and while keeping the source fixed the prisms
are rotated synchronously and independently to dynamically
scan the optical beam in a large conical region. The azimuth
and elevation angles of the beam depend on the orientation of
the two prisms.
Similar to Risely Prisms, the proposed antenna uses a second beam-tilting structure made of DW, which is pictorially
depicted in Fig. 3. The DW, unlike SD, is designed using
ray-tracing method. The two opening angles of the DW are
calculated by tracing rays from the input edge of the DW to
the output edge in two extreme scenarios depicted in Fig. 3.
For the sake of clarity, from hereafter the orientation angles
of SD and DW, measured in the counter-clockwise direction
from +x-axis, will be represented by symbols ψ1 and ψ2 ,
respectively.
199244

In the picture on the left, the DW is aligned with the SD or
ψ1 = ψ2 = 0◦ , so that the broadside beam from the a array is
tilted to a maximum angle in the elevation plane. In the second
case, on the right side, the DW is physically pointing in the
direction opposite to the SD or ψ1 = 0◦ & ψ2 = 180◦ , and
the beam is moved in the broadside. The beam can be moved
to any intermediate elevation angle using an appropriate combination of ψ1 and ψ2 . A set of equations can be used to find
optimal opening angles of DW such that these two extreme
cases are satisfied when the SD and DW are co and counter
aligned. Further details on the designing of SD and DW are
in the following sections.
III. STEPPED DIELECTRIC (SD)

An SD can be designed for any large aperture antenna or
an array to transform is near-electric field phase distribution.
Therefore, a generic design process is explained for a hypothetical ‘base’ antenna. First, a plane is defined on the base
antenna at a distance between λ0 /4 to λ0 , where λ0 is the freespace wavelength at the operating frequency. In this plane,
a finite area that is typically equal to the aperture area of the
base antenna is considered for phase transformation. The area
is then divided into a 2D grid of cells having N rows and N
columns, as shown in Fig. 4. The side length (d) of cells is set
around λ0 /3, which is fixed based on the outcomes of earlier
investigations on near-field phase correction [20]. Each cell
is identified by an ordered pair (m,n) where ‘m’ is the row
number starting from the bottom of the grid, and ‘n’ is the
cell number starting from the left of the grid. The total size of
the area, represented here by S, is sometimes slightly adjusted
to ensure that it is perfectly discretized into cells of length d.
Each cell of the grid is treated as an element of a 2D array
and phase delay for each cell is calculated using array theory.
The array theory states that to tilt a beam by an angle θ◦ , in an
array that has antenna elements with center-to-center spacing
of d and operating at wavelength λ0 , the progressive increase
in phase delay or δ is:
2π
d sin(θ◦ ).
(1)
λ0
The phase delay for any cell (m, n) of the grid can be calculated with reference to cell (1,1) using 1φ(m, n) = (n−1)δ, –
it is to be noted here that all rows within a column have same
phase delay.
δ=
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FIGURE 4. Discretized plane on the aperture of a base antenna with 2D
array of identical cells.

FIGURE 6. (a) Actual photographs of the ground plane, superstrate, and
the waveguide adapter used in RCA prototype and (b) A side view the 3D
RCA model built for simulations in CST MWS along with key dimensions.

FIGURE 5. Phase delay between two parallel planes occupied by a
dielectric and air regions of fixed heights.

The SD is designed by filling the aperture grid with
dielectric sections of appropriate heights. To find appropriate
heights of dielectric section, the propagation of the electric
field through a dielectric is briefly explained using Fig. 5. The
figure depicts a dielectric section with relative permittivity
εr and height h and an air section with height D − h. The
total phase delay experienced by propagating electric field
between these two planes is the sum of phase delay in dielectric and phase delay in the air region, analytical expressed by
a simplified equation [23]:
φd (εr , h)



1 + εr
= 6 cos(kd h) + j sin(kd h)
+ k0 (D − h).
√
2 εr
(2)
The equation reveals that for a dielectric with fixed permittivity and increasing h, the first term increases and the second
term linearly decreases. The minimum value of φd is k0 D,
occurs when h = 0. Although the phase delay from the second term decreases with the increase in h but the overall value
of the φd increases because the increases in the first term is
more than the decrease in the second term. Hence, the φd can
be normalized with its minimum value, which is k0 D. The
normalized phase delay is given as:



1 + εr
− k0 h.
φd(nor) (εr , h) = 6 cos(kd h) + j sin(kd h)
√
2 εr
(3)
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The φd(nor) is used to calculated appropriate h for fixed εr and
required φ(m, n) using the procedure explained for dielectric
phase correction in [20].
IV. DESIGN EXAMPLE

To demonstrate the working principle of the proposed hybrid
solution, an antenna system is designed at the operating
frequency of 30 GHz using resonant-cavity antenna (RCA)
as the base antenna. The three elements of the system are
discussed in following three subsections.
A. RESONANT-CAVITY ANTENNA

A classical RCA for its simple feeding arrangement and low
height profile was used as a base antenna for the beamscanning system. RCAs have been extensively investigated in
the last decade and also being referred to as electromagnetic
band-gap resonator antennas, Fabry-Perot antennas, or partially reflecting surface antennas [24]–[27]. A classical RCA
comprises a primary feed, which can be a microstrip patch
antenna [20], [28] or a slot antenna [29], [30], backed by an
extended ground plane and a partially reflecting printed or
unprinted superstrate. The superstrate is suspended at a halfwavelength spacing from the ground plane. The ground and
the superstrate form a cavity that resonates at the operating
frequency.
A slot antenna was used as the RCA feed here, which was
made from a WR-28 [31] coaxial to waveguide adapter and
1 mm thick square aluminum plate. The plate side length
was 112 mm. A 3.17 mm thick circular disk of Rogers
TMM4 dielectric (εr = 4.5) having a physical diameter of
60 mm (or 6λ0 ) was used as a superstrate. Actual photographs
199245
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FIGURE 7. Two-dimensional grid of the horizontal and vertical cells,
created to discretize the RCA aperture. The electric field radiated by the
RCA is probed at the center of each cell using near-field data predicted
through full-wave simulations.

of the ground plane, WR-28 coaxial to waveguide adapter,
and the superstrate are shown in Fig. 6(a). It is to be mentioned here that the photographs of WR-28 and the superstrate
are enlarged for clarification and are not on the same scale as
that of the ground plane photograph. The ground plane has a
rectangular slot at the center for excitation and several holes
to screw WR-28 coaxial to waveguide adapter and superstrate
for prototyping.
The 3D model of the RCA was created and simulated with
a time-domain solver in CST Microwave Studio, which is
pictorially shown in Fig. 6(b). The superstrate disk is suspended at a spacing of 5 mm (or λ0 /2) from the ground plane.
The size of the slot in the ground plane was optimized to a
5.1 mm × 3.2 mm to improve RCA impedance matching.
At the operating frequency, the RCA had a beam peak the
broadside, and maximum directivity was around 15 dBi.
B. SD DESIGN

The SD was designed for the RCA following the procedure
discussed previously. First, a square area with side length
(S = 57.6 mm) was defined at a one wavelength spacing
(or 10 mm) exactly above the superstrate in a hypothetical
plane. The plane was divided into a symmetric 2D grid of
square cells having 18 rows and 18 columns or N = 18,
as shown in Fig. 7. Each cell of the grid has a width and
length d = 3.2 mm. The reference cell (m,n)=(1,1) is
centred at (xn , ym )=(−27.2, −27.2) mm with reference to the
absolute center of the RCA. The magnitude and phase of
the dominant near-electric field component (Ey ) were probed
at the center of cells (xn , ym ) in the 2D grid, using nearfield data obtained through RCA full-wave simulations. The
magnitude and normalized phase are mapped on the aperture
grid in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively. For mathematical
convenience, we denoted the aperture grid phase of the RCA
electric field by φin (m, n). The maximum phase variation on
the aperture is more than 360◦ and the electric field is mainly
199246

FIGURE 8. Phase distribution of the dominant electric-field component
Ey in a plane above RCA.

FIGURE 9. Magnitude of the dominant electric-field component (|Ey |)
radiated by the RCA.

concentrated at the center of the aperture with negligible
magnitude towards edges. The phase of the electric field
was not uniform and was corrected in the SD design. The
phase correction, however, was performed only in the limited
aperture due to the fact that the electric field strength reduces
towards edges. The maximum magnitude of the electric field
at the center of the aperture is 852 V/m. For phase correction,
a limited region of the aperture where the magnitude of the
electric field is above 150 V/m was considered. This region is
made of central ten rows and ten columns of the grid in Fig. 7,
i.e. between m = n = 5 and m = n = 18. The phase delay
required for the correction, referred to as φc (m, n) hereafter,
in this reduced region was included in SD design.
In principle, φc (m, n) is a positive 2D distribution, which
when subtractive from φin (m, n) gives a constant value. The
φc (m, n) is thus chosen same as φin (m, n) in the central region
and was assumed 0o outside that region. A detailed step-bystep procedure of near-field phase correction is reported with
a design example in [20] and is not repeated here for brevity.
To steer beam at an angle of 20◦ (or for θ◦ = 20◦ ) a second
2D phase delay is needed, which is denoted by φs (m, n).
The φs (m, n) is generated using the progressive phase delay
VOLUME 8, 2020
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FIGURE 10. Transmission phase delay required to the tilt beam by 20o .

FIGURE 12. Normalized phase delay between two parallel planes
separated by a fixed distance D = 50 mm. The space between the two
planes is filled with dielectric material of εr = 2.72 and varying height h.

FIGURE 13. Perspective view of the SD 3D model. A ring of small holes at
outer edges is for the screws to fix SD above RCA with cylindrical spacers.

FIGURE 11. Net transmission phase delay of the SD obtained by adding
correction and steering phase delays.

obtained through equation (1). In the equation, the centerto-center spacing or d = 3.2 mm, which is the size of 2D
grid cells. At the operating frequency of 30 GHz and for
θ◦ = 20◦ , the progressive phase delay is 40◦ or δ = 40◦ .
Unlike φc (m, n), the φs (m, n) was generated for the whole 2D
grid. All rows in the the left most column of the grid (n=1)
was assigned a phase delay of 0◦ or φs (m, 1) = 0◦ . All the
subsequent columns have a incremental phase-delay value of
40◦ or φout (m, n) = (n − 1) × 40. The φs (m, n) for a square
aperture is mapped using colored pixels in Fig. 10.
Since the SD simultaneously introduces correction and
steering phase delays to focus and tilt the RCA beam, its netphase delay denoted by φd (m, n) was calculated using:
φd (m, n) = φc (m, n) + φs (m, n)

(4)

The φd (m, n) is pictorially represented by color map in Fig. 11
and is used to directly design the SD.
For this purpose, first, we use (3) to calculate the normalized phase delay through a dielectric shown in Fig. 5. The
permittivity of the dielectric is fixed to 2.72 or εr = 2.72,
which is the relative permittivity of the 3D printable plastic
material. The dielectric height or h is varied between 0 mm
to 50 mm and the φd(nor) is calculated, which is plotted
in Fig. 12. It is worth emphasizing here that, as previously
reported, the minimum transmission magnitude through a
VOLUME 8, 2020

dielectric depends on its relative permittivity [28]. A dielectric material with higher relative permittivity has a lower
minimum magnitude of transmission, which can create areas
of low transmission in the SD. Typically, near-field surfaces
and structures are designed to have a transmission magnitude
of more than −1 dB. More details on the effects of the relative
permittivity of dielectric and their transmission characteristics are available in [23], [28], and are not included here for
brevity.
The φd (m, n) is matched with the φd(nor) to estimate dielectric heights or h(m, n) in each cell of the 2D grid. Since the
RCA has a circular aperture, cells of the grid that are inside
the overlapping circular aperture are considered while those
at corners are ignored. The 3D model of the SD is developed
using the h(m, n), as shown in Fig. 13. It is to be mentioned
here that the shape of the SD corresponds to the pattern in the
required net phase-delay profile or φd (m, n). For prototyping,
a circular disk of height 1.8 mm is created at the base of the
SD. The disk additionally has a ring of holes at outer edges
with an angular spacing 30◦ , to fix and rotate the SD above
the RCA.
The RCA with the SD, as shown in Fig. 14, was simulated
with the time-domain solver of CST Microwave Studio. The
SD is placed over RCA at a spacing of 1λ0 by fixing it with
plastic screws on top of four 8 mm diameter spacers. The
height of the SD at the thickest side is approximately 3λ0 .
The relatively large thickness of the dielectric structure leads
to the leakage of the electric field in the sidewalls of the SD.
199247
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FIGURE 14. Side view of the RCA with SD; four blue colored spacers are
not part of antenna design and are used to suspend the SD on the RCA.
The phase of electric field at the output of SD is marked with a red
dashed line.

This results in far-field pattern distortion and to address this
issue, we have used a ring of absorber around the SD to absorb
the lateral propagation of the electric field. An improvement
in the quality of the radiation pattern is observed at the cost
of reducing antenna efficiency and gain. It is to be noted here
that SD can be rotated around the antenna axis to scan the
azimuth plane while keeping the elevation angle fixed at 20o
as explained with graded-dielectrics in [32].
C. DW DESIGN

To dynamically scan the antenna beam, as explained earlier,
a second structure DW is designed and placed over SD. The
two opening angles θ1 and θ2 of the DW are optimized for the
desired system performance. The DW is designed by tracing
rays in two different orientation cases of the DW as shown
in Fig. 15. The first case is when the thicker part or the DW
is pointing along the same direction as that of the phaseprogression axis of the SD or ψ2 = 0◦ . The second case is
when the thicker part of the wedge is pointing opposite to
the phase progression axis or ψ2 = 0◦ . In the former case,
the antenna beam will be tilted further in the elevation while
in the latter the beam moves in the broadside direction.
A system of equations is developed by analysing the two
aforementioned configurations for a fixed phase front propagating out of the SD. The two equations give an analytical
relationship between the the two output angles as a function
of the input angels and the two opening angles of the DW,
given as:
√
1
θmin = sin−1 ( εr sin(sin−1 ( √ sin(θ1 + θp )) − θ1 − θ2 ))
εr
(5)
−1 √
θmax = sin ( εr sin(θ2 + θp ))
(6)
where θp is the propagation angle of the phase front with
reference to the normal of the antenna system. To simplify the
design, the first opening angle of the wedge or θ1 is set equal
to the beam tilt angle introduced by the SD or θ1 = θp = 20◦ .
This is to ensure that the phase front propagating out of the
199248

FIGURE 15. Cross-section views of DW for (a) Maximum, and
(b) Minimum beam tilt angles along with rays traced (blue color) to
calculate the directional of incoming and outgoing waves.

SD is perfectly aligned to the input surface of the DW, when
the DW is co-aligned with the SD. The θmax and θmin are then
calculated for several values of θ2 . For θ2 = 7.8◦ , the θmin
is 0◦ or beam is in the broadside direction and θmax = 42◦
or the beam is maximally defected in the elevation plane.
The opening angles of 20◦ and 7.8◦ are used at the input and
output faces of the wedge, respectively, to develop 3D model
of the DW. The aperture size of the DW is the same as that of
the SD with a circular face, as shown in Fig. 16. A 3D model
of the antenna system comprising of RCA and a stacked pair
of SD and DW are simulated together to verify the beamscanning principle. A perspective view of the antenna system
modeled and used with full-wave EM simulations is shown
in Fig. 17. The two additional plastic spacers shown in the
figure are for mechanical stability and to fix the DW above
SD. These spacers are not part of EM design but are essential
for prototyping and measurements.
V. RESULTS

The performance of the antenna system was validated by
building and measuring a physical prototype. A photograph
of the assembled RCA is shown in Fig. 18. The SD and
VOLUME 8, 2020
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FIGURE 16. A perspective view of the dielectric wedge (DW). Two
wing-type supports (one hidden in this view) on opposite sides are
introduced for fixing DW in the antenna system and are not part of EM
design.

FIGURE 19. A picture of the fabricated and assembled prototype (left).
Picture of the complete system fixed on the measurement stage in the
anechoic chamber (right). For the sake of clarity, the absorber ring around
the antenna has been removed. The two red arrows indicate the
orientation of the SD and DW in the xy-plane.

FIGURE 17. 3D model of the complete antenna system used in full-wave
simulations.

FIGURE 20. Comparison of measured and predicted magnitude of
reflection coefficient in a frequency band around the operating frequency.
TABLE 1. Symbol used to explain the SD and DW rotation.

FIGURE 18. A photograph of the assembled RCA where WR-28 coaxial to
waveguide adapter shown at the bottom has 2.92 SMA connector.

DW are fabricated with a locally available 3D printer from
Omni3D. The SD and DW were 3D printed with Polylactic
acid (PLA). Two photographs of the developed prototype are
shown in Fig. 19. In the first photograph on the left, the complete antenna system is shown. In the second photograph on
the right, the prototype is fitted inside the anechoic chamber
where feed is not visible. A ring of an RF absorber used
around the antenna system to absorb lateral propagation and
leakage of the electric field from the sides of the antenna
system is not shown in these pictures.
The antenna was measured for impedance matching using
a vector network analyzer (VNA). The magnitude of the
reflection coefficient is less than −10 dB in a considerable
band around the operating frequency, as shown in Fig. 20.
For reference, the magnitude of the reflection coefficient
VOLUME 8, 2020

predicted through simulations is also included in the figure.
The direction of the antenna beam, represented in spherical
coordinates θ and φ, is dynamically changed by physically
rotating the SD and DW or changing ψ1 and ψ2 as summarized in Table 1. In the measurements, the SD is kept stationary or ψ1 = 0 while the DW is rotated anticlockwise with a
step of 30◦ . As the DW is rotated anticlockwise around the
center of the aperture, the beam peak moves from the farthest
point on the elevation plane towards the broadside direction.
The movement of the beam peak follows a spiral pattern and
both azimuth and elevation angles of the beam peak change.
The movement is similar to that achieved by beam-steering
antenna using near-field time-delay metasurfaces and
graded-dielectric plates [12], [32]. For each orientation com199249
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FIGURE 21. Far-field pattern elevation cuts, demonstrating beam
scanning at the operating frequency of 30 GHz. Each pattern is taken at a
different azimuth angle (φ) and for a specific rotation combination of the
SW and DW (ψ1 and ψ2 ).
TABLE 2. Direction of antenna beam peak with the physical rotation of
the DW.

bination of the SD and DW, the elevation pattern cuts
are taken at azimuth angles containing the beam peak,
which is given in Fig. 21. The direction of beam peaks
and gain in the direction of beam peaks are summarized
in Table 2.
The maximum peak gain of the antenna is 16.2 dBi, which
occurs when the DW is rotated by 150◦ and the beam peak
is closer to the broadside direction. The 3dB beamwidth of
the antenna beam in the elevation cut is between 3◦ and
13.5◦ elevation angles, and thus have a 3dB beamwidth of
the 9.5◦ . The minimum gain of the antenna is 12.2 dBi and
the direction of the beam peak is at an elevation angle of
39◦ . The peak gain is 14.1 dBi at the elevation angle of
34◦ but drops sharply to 12.2 dBi when the peak is at the
elevation angle of 39◦ . It can therefore be concluded that
the antenna beam can be scanned to the maximum elevation
angle of 34◦ while maintaining beam peak within 3dB of the
maximum gain value of 16.2 dBi. Although the azimuth angle
is also changing as given in Table 2, it is possible to scan the
beam to any desired azimuth angle by co-rotating the SD and
the DW, similar to the co-rotation of the graded dielectrics
demonstrated reported in [32]. The co-rotation can be used to
scan the antenna beam, whilst maintaining peak gain within
−3 dB of maximum gain value, in an apex angle of 68◦
(2 × 34◦ ). The co-rotation of the SD and DW is not verified
through measurement because of the limited available time at
the measurement facility.
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FIGURE 22. Far-field pattern cuts in a band around the center operating
frequency taken at azimuth angle of φ = 0◦ for fixed orientations of SD
and DW.

The antenna system has similar radiation performance in
the 1.6 GHz frequency band measured around the center
operating frequency of 30 GHz. The radiation patterns cuts
of the antenna in a wider frequency band when the beam peak
is in the broadside direction are plotted in Fig. 22.
The antenna was designed to operate at 30 GHz but
for the case when the beam is in the broadside direction,
the maximum gain was achieved at 30.4 GHz. To observe
the beam-scanning performance of the antenna system at this
frequency, the elevation pattern cuts of the far-field patterns
taken by rotating the DW – as discussed above – are compared
in Fig. 23. Almost identical performance, in terms of beampeak pointing angle, is achieved at the two frequencies, which
is encouraging because a beam-scanning antenna must be
capable of maintaining beam in a fixed direction for different frequency channels. The peak gain, however, at the
operating frequency was about 2 dB less than at 30.4 GHz.
The shift in frequency is a typical phenomenon, which has
been observed with the near-field phase transforming type
structures [20]. The measured patterns in terms of shape and
beam-peak angles are very close to those predicted by fullwave simulations. As a reference, predicted pattern cuts at
the frequency of 30.4 GHz for five different orientations of
DW are compared with the measured pattern cuts in Fig. 24.
A slight shift in beam peaks in the measured patterns with
respect to those predicted from simulations can be attributed
to an error in the alignment of the antenna in the measurement
facility.
The proposed antenna, because of the extremely low-cost
and use of readily available basic 3D printers, can be developed without using a delicate manufacturing facility. The
manufacturing cost of the SD and DW is less than 10 USD,
which is calculated based on the weight of the material used
in the printed dielectric structures. In contrast, the pair of
metasurfaces using three printed layers costs more than 1500
USD [12]. The graded-dielectric plates based prototype may
have comparable costs in the future, considering the rapid
VOLUME 8, 2020
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The total cost in printing the two dielectric structures is less
than 10 USD. The SD and DW have been designed using
the physics of near-field phase transformation and theory of
electromagnetic (EM) wave propagation thorough a dielectric
prism. The measurement results of the fabricated prototype
indicate that by physically rotating the DW, it is possible to
scan the antenna beam peak from the broadside direction to a
maximum elevation angle of 39◦ . The combination of innovative design strategy and manufacturing technique yields an
antenna system that can be deployed in large numbers to build
necessary ground infrastructure for increasing the uplink and
downlink connectivity time for CubeSat constellations.
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